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RÉSUMÉ

Le PEM n'abordait pas du tout les besoins d'Israël, une société post-industrielle avec de
nombreuses caractéristiques correspondant à un petit pays européen comme l'Irlande, le
Danemark ou la Finlande. Aux yeux des Israéliens, il était un programme de
développement Nord-Sud à travers le commerce et s'il a échoué c'est pour deux raisons.
D'abord et avant tout, parce que l'UE avait exclu des accords d'association les biens
agricoles et les services intensifs de main-d'œuvre et le cumul des règles d'origine ont pris
beaucoup de temps à être mis en place et, deuxièmement, parce que les membres arabes du
PEM ont échoué à mettre en place des réformes économiques et politiques. Israël n'est pas
à blâmer pour tout cela. En ce qui concerne le nouveau projet de l'UPM, Israël a un intérêt
à faire le plus de ce qu'il peut pour le faire réussir, une fois qu'il est devenu clair que la
politique européenne de voisinage de 2003 est là pour rester. Dans le cadre de l'UPM, Israël
va probablement avoir tendance à privilégier de nombreux, plutôt que seuls quelques
projets, comme plus de micro "projets" sont les moins susceptibles d'être politisés. 

ABSTRACT

The by now old EMP did not address at all the needs of Israel, a post-industrial society
with many features corresponding to a small-sized European country such as Ireland,
Denmark or Finland.. In the eyes of Israelis, it was a North-South development-through-
trade program and if it has failed it is for two reasons. First and foremost, because the EU
had excluded from the association agreements agricultural goods and labour-intensive
services and the cumulation of origin rules have taken a lot of time to be introduced; and
second, because the Arab members of the EMP have failed to reform economically and
politically. Israel is not to blame for all this. Regarding the new UfM project, Israel has an
interest in doing the most it can to have it succeed, once it has become clear that the
European Neighbourhood Policy of 2003 is here to stay. In the context of the UfM, Israel
will probably have a tendency to privilege many, rather than only a few projects. The more
and more "micro" the projects are the less likely can they be politicized. 
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Background

The various EC and later on EU initiatives, such as the Global
Mediterranean Policy of 1972, the Renovated Mediterranean Policy of 1990,
the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (EMP) in the framework of the
Barcelona Process in 1995, and the New European Neighborhood Policy of
All these policies were supposed to promote the stabilization of the region
through the virtues of free trade. More recently, Europe requested from its
Mediterranean partners to adhere to its system of values, in particular to
democracy and the rule of law; in exchange for which Europe proposed to
share the prosperity of its liberal economy. It also promised to those countries
implementing fastest the new Neighborhood policy that they could benefit, at
least partly, from the “four liberties”. However, these diverse propositions have
convinced none of the Southern and Eastern Mediterranean countries which
were reluctant to operate rapid political and social changes, but for the singular
cases of Israel and more recently, Morocco. The on-going Israeli-Palestinian
conflict has complicated any attempt of cooperation and finally has led the
Barcelona Process to a political deadlock. Can the project of the Union for the
Mediterranean (UfM), not yet formally inaugurated as these lines are being
written, resolve these problems or overcome these obstacles? 

There has been over the years a consensus building up, at least among
political establishments and academic experts, that the Barcelona Process had
not been a big success, although by far not a total failure, as the people in charge
of the project for the creation of a “Mediterranean Union” in France around the
spring of 2007 were boldly stating. In any case the EMP had failed to diminish
the economic gap between the North and the South around the Mediterranean.
However it also appeared that there was no consensus whatsoever about the
reasons for these odd results. For example, for Arab countries involved in the
EMP, it was the aggravation of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict since the failure of
the Oslo Process which was the main culprit 2. This was of course rejected by
Israeli experts, who stressed that the EMP was not created to lead to peace in
the Middle East and for the matter to resolution of open conflicts in the
Mediterranean (be it between Algeria and Morocco or between Cyprus and
Turkey). Israeli scholars have been stressing that the EMP was a North-South
development-through-trade program and that it had failed for two reasons.
First and foremost, because the EU had excluded from the association
agreements agricultural goods and labour-intensive services and the cumulation
of origin rules had taken a lot of time to be introduced; and second, because the
Arab members of the EMP had failed to reform economically and politically3. 



In fact the Israeli political establishment, as well academic experts, consider
that the EMP does not address at all the needs of Israel, a post-industrial
society with many features corresponding to a small-sized European country
such as Ireland, Denmark or Finland. In cultural terms and values, Israel is part
of the West; it is a Western country in the Middle East. It has achieved a
development level which is going to allow its entry into the OECD in 2010,
together with Chile, Slovenia and Estonia. 

Recent elections both in Israel and key European countries have contributed
to an on-going silent convergence of Israeli views to European ones. The last
elections in Germany, France and Italy have put at the helm of these three
countries leaders (i.e. Merkel, Sarkozy and Berlusconi) that are very
sympathetic to Israeli development and security needs. The reinstatement of
Benjamin Nethaniaou as Prime Minister has led to the nomination of Mr.
Lieberman as Foreign Minister and Mr.Ehoud Barak as Defense Minister. It so
happens that the first has included EU membership for Israel in his party's
political agenda, reflecting the European tendencies of his voters, mainly from
Russia, Moldova and the Ukraine. 

Current State of EU-Israel Bilateral Relations

In April 2009, the European Union and Israel marked fifty years of
partnership celebrating the 1959 establishment of official diplomatic relations
between Israel and its European neighbors. During this period of relations,
many successful milestones have been met which have increased economic,
cultural and political cooperation and interdependence between the EU and
Israel. How this relationship will continue to evolve is as much a critical point
of topic in EU dialogue as it is in Israel, as it seeks to advance forward in the
context of the ENP agreement established in 1995. Beginning in 1975 with
the first co-operation agreement, EU-Israeli relations have continued to evolve
over time from an economic, political and cultural perspective. The EU is
Israel’s most important trading partner, ranking first in Israeli imports, second
in its exports. Although Israel only ranks 30th in terms of the EU’s imports and
22nd in its overall exports, it is considered a significant trading partner in the
Euro-Mediterranean area for the EU. The legal foundation of the EC-Israel
Cooperation Agreement was redefined in 2000 replacing the initial 1975
agreement, which served to expand greater economic bilateral links, dialogue
and cooperation in a number of fields while maintaining the existing free trade
area. Furthermore, the agreement sought to establish “a framework for regular
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political dialogue and aims at promoting peace, security and regional
cooperation. It includes provisions for the strengthening, on the widest
possible basis, of economic and socio-cultural collaborative endeavours,
including freedom of establishment, liberalization of services, unrestricted
movement of capital, and free market competition”. In March 2007, EU and
Israeli leaders reached a mutual consensus to establish a framework for
enhancing relations, referred to as the ‘Reflection Group’, which would seek to
identify new opportunities for cooperation, integration and areas of
interdependence. This decision was based on different models the EC first and
then the EU have considered to further develop closer relations with non
member countries. In a June 2008 report on the European Commission’s
enlargement strategy, it was noted by the former chairman of the European
Parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee that “something between the
European Neighborhood Policy and full-fledged membership” should develop
between the EU and its neighbors.

In June 2008, the EU-Israeli Association Council convened in Luxembourg,
and made a very revealing statement including the following:

2. Last year, during the seventh Meeting of the EU-Israel Association Council,
Israel proposed to upgrade its relations with the European Union…The EU,
responding positively to Israel’s request, expresses its deep satisfaction with the fact
that this EU-Israeli Association Council will mark a new phase in our relations. 

3. Our common goal to upgrade relations stems from our awareness of the
traditional links, the cultural and human values, and the economic and security
interests that we share. Israel is a key partner of the EU in the Mediterranean.
It has contributed to the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership since its origins in
1995. As a vibrant market economy, with a well-developed public
administration and a functioning rule of law, Israel also possesses the necessary
institutional structures which permits it to work even more closely and
intensively with the European Union.

4. Since its conception in 2003, the European Neighborhood Policy has contributed
to an increase in both the quantity and quality of relations between the EU and
Israel. The European Neighbourhood Policy provides a flexible framework for the
further strengthening of relations with all ENP partners, including the
Palestinian Authority, on the basis of the principle of differentiation, ensuring
equal possibilities for all partners. Further upgrading of relations will take place
within this context. The EU considers that the upgrading of relations with Israel
serves the purpose of pursuing the common objectives and interests of both parties.



5. The European Union wants to continue to develop its partnership with Israel in
the context of the European Neighborhood Policy and the Euro-Mediterranean
Partnership, and in the framework of the broader objective to promote stability,
cooperation, and prosperity in the Middle East.4

Since this resolution to advance relations was defined, the EU and Israel have
been active partners in outlining a framework to increase bilateral integration
within the context of the ENP, which is evidenced by progress reached in
implementing priorities defined in the Action Plan. However, as this cooperative
relationship continues to deepen, it will become increasingly important for
Israel to exhibit willingness to engage in constructive dialogue with the EU on
sensitive foreign policy initiatives for greater political integration to be achieved.
It is not astonishing that at present and in the wake of the January 2009 Gaza
crisis the EU has decided to postpone implementation of the Action Plan. But
it does not speak of a "freeze". This means that for both the EU and Israel the
preservation and for most actors the deepening of EU-Israel relations is of the
first order of importance contrasting with the low priority that Europeans and
Israelis assign to Mediterranean affairs in practice. 

The Union for the Mediterranean in Israeli Eyes

Given the clear preference that Israel has for deepening first and foremost the
bilateral relations with the EU, it is, not surprisingly, particularly concerned by
the following five dimensions of the UfM project (which does not need
presentation here, given that other parts of this special issue do amply review
the contents and form of the UfM).

The geo-economic dimension

Israelis have dropped since more than a decade now the idea of (creating) a
New Middle East. Are they likely to be charmed by the idea of a "New
Mediterranean" in the form of the UfM? South-South economic cooperation
has proved to be a pipedream, even more so after Oslo. Is not the UfM a
distraction as far as Israel is concerned? To be sure, there is still a minority of
Israeli intellectuals and businessmen, some of them very influential (such as
industrialist and Israel Prize winner Steff Wertheimer) which still dream of
integrating Israel in the Near East or the Eastern Mediterranean. They have
been rejoined once again by President Peres who has lauded several times the
initial and original ideas put forward by the new President of France, Sarkozy,
as if they were a continuation of the theories of Jean Monnet. In a speech at
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the headquarters of the French business association MEDEF (Mouvement des
enterprises de France), while on an official visit to France in the spring of 2008,
President Peres said that Jean Monnet was more important than Karl Marx
because the former's influence was enduring. Then, in the State dinner with
President Sarkozy, President Peres said: "The idea that the European Union
should serve as a model for the Mediterranean region is daring and interesting.
Following 1,000 years of war and bloodshed, an economic merger came along
that succeeded in overcoming Europe's political wounds. Sarkozy is a
groundbreaking leader. “He operates like a whirlwind: He doesn't dally, he
leaps. The fact that he is unpopular should not affect his mode of behavior,
because if leaders acted according to the polls, they would all have to be
conservative and do nothing”.5 He added that he was convinced that Sarkozy
would overcome opposition to his plan within the EU. 

President Peres even tried to almost convince President Sarkozy to include
one of the former's pet projects in the initial Sarkozy's priority list, namely the
so-called "Peace Valley" project (including the construction of a Dead Sea
canal) involving at least Israel and two of its neighbours. This being said, the
press did report at the time that he also extracted a pledge from President
Sarkozy to make the issue of upgrading Israel's relationships with the European
Union one of his priorities during his term as the EU' s rotating president. In
this President Peres reflects very well what Israel's real priorities are.

Basically, the Israeli government is interested in pursuing the bilateral track
favored by the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) in 2003, because it
better takes into account Israel's high development level than the old EMP
launched in 1995 and now the UfM. Not only this. Israel among ENP
countries is the one having least to fear from the positive conditionality built-
in in the ENP and which so much worries countries such as Algeria or Egypt.
The reason is that Israel, a Western democracy and a developed country, shares
by and large norms, standards and values prevailing in the EU. And the EU
does not intend to transform the political system of Israel. 

Thus, if Israel always considered the EMP as a side-show, how can it
consider the UfM as more than that? Moreover, Israeli observers are aware that
trade policy is dealt with by Brussels, and immigration policies increasingly so.
There is a Common Agricultural Policy and a Common Competition Policy
that are also decided in Brussels, not in Paris. This leaves practically only
energy, education and environmental issues for the UfM. The creation of a
common audiovisual space sounds attractive but hollow, when it is well known
that Israel has never been accepted as part of the Francophonie, because of Arab



countries' opposition. The establishment of a Mediterranean Investment Bank
was another pet initiative Israel promoted with Egypt in the context of the
multilateral track of negotiations of the Madrid Peace Process in the mid-
1990s. Unfortunately for Israel, Germany and other powerful OECD
countries have been since then consistently against the idea alleging that there
were enough existing multilateral banking institutions (e.g. the EIB, the World
Bank) with no apparent need in creating yet another one. There is lingering
skepticism about Israel being let in by other prospective partners in new
projects for non-relevant reasons.

The "Essen" dimension

Some Israelis asked themselves early on in 2007 whether the President
Sarkozy's project for a Mediterranean Union was not a French overreaction
against the ENP very much supported by Germany, a country already in favor
of differentiating Israel among other Mediterranean Non-Member Countries
way back in 1994 (i.e. the so-called "Essen Declaration"). Israel has always
been delighted with Germany's policy in this respect. Israel is really delighted
these days of being integrated in the Research and Development space of the
EU after some initial hesitations. And the EU is willing now to consider Israel
membership in some EU-created agencies in other domains. This is "deep
integration" with a gigantic economic bloc of 27 developed countries, rather
than "shallow integration" of the sort the Barcelona Process was striving at.
And of course, it is also much more than sheer intergovernmental cooperation
(rather than integration, merger and fusion) among 43 countries, including
middle-income developing countries, which is what the UfM is to be about.
As Rosa Balfour insists in a recent article 6, the UfM is a down-sized project
compared to what was initially suggested by President Sarkozy, which, of
course, cannot rival in the case of Israel with the benefits that the Action Plan
adopted in the context of the ENP promises to a country like Israel. 

The project dimension

In terms of content for the Union, the idea of launching projects on a
regional basis really suits Israel. As indicated above, President Peres has
requested that any idea of Mediterranean Union be linked to his own vision
focusing on "the two seas canal" and the "valley of peace" and apparently
President Sarkozy responded early on that he intended to turn the Med-Dead
canal into a flagship project of France and Europe, and had instructed his aides
to study the subject. 
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Israel has acquired since several years a lot of experience in micro-regional
transnational projects after creating two QIZ, i.e. Qualified Industrial Zones,
with Jordan and Egypt. Basically it has negotiated an amendment with the
United States to the US-Israel FTA agreement of 1985, whereby duty-free
access into the US market is extended to goods produced in these QIZ located
in Jordanian and Egyptian territory, provided there is sufficient Israeli inputs
and value added in the goods exported from this QIZ to the US. This has
enormously promoted trade between these three ancient belligerents,
something Jean Monnet would certainly have found as very positive.

Israel could only be positive when France proposed to create an ERASMUS
student-exchange facility for the benefit of Mediterranean students, including
Israelis. Of course this is so provided it goes beyond the present ERASMUS-
Mundus scheme monitored by the EU Commission and to which Israel is
already enthusiastically participating. 

A clear advantage for Israel of the project approach is that it is not ideological
but technocratic, even more so, paradoxically, than the EU-Israel 1995
association agreement. In the case of the latter, issues like rules of origin were
sufficiently "macro" to make the press headlines. On the other hand there has
not been any politicization around the QIZ because of their technical character.
In passing, it so happens that all the projects which are scheduled to be tackled
by the UfM in the initial two years and having been mentioned until now, do
not involve problematic agents of civil society from an Israeli viewpoint (such as
women associations; intellectuals, artists or the media). On the other hand the
possible involvement of businessmen and private investors is seen as positive.

Regarding several of the first projects selected, Israel has acquired a lot of
technical expertise over time, such as a project on Alternative Energies:
Mediterranean Solar Plan, suggested by the French Delegation7.

The institutional dimension

Israel is not, on the contrary, against the principle of co-ownership adopted
early on as one of the basic principles of the UfM. In fact, Israel has succeeded
in achieving a reasonable compromise in this respect. What bothered Israel was
the consensus among European and Arab leaders that the Arab League should
become, if not a full member of the UfM, at least an observer with no voting
power. Israel was opposed to any Arab League participation in the UfM. But
it was convinced to retreat from this extreme position against being promised
that one of the Deputy General Secretary of the UfM would be Israeli in the



first two years of functioning of the new Secretariat of the UfM to be
established in Barcelona, Spain. 

For the moment, the only legal instrument in the context of the UfM is the
Paris Joint Declaration. This was the only minimum common denominator
for the 43 potential signatories. But is it realistic to think about an Agreement
or a Treaty, even in regards to one of the projects, to be signed both by Israel
and Syria?

There are then several more hypothetical scenarios, which must nevertheless
be addressed. For instance would Arab countries ever accept an Israeli co-
president of the Council of the UfM? Would Israel ever be able to accept a
Syrian, Lebanese or Libyan citizen being named co-president? Clearly, if as
agreed, the Co-President representing Mediterranean countries must be
chosen by consensus, the number of possible candidates might be limited to
those originating in Jordan, Egypt and possibly Morocco.

The Israeli-Palestinian dimension

Several Arab countries initially said that they could not accept the new
initiative of France if the latter did not engage more actively in the Peace
process, expecting President Sarkozy to pressure Israel8. This was notably the
case of Algeria9. Not only that. Some commentators in this country stated that
they did not see how Israel could be included at all in the new project if
Maghreb countries were expected to participate10. This of course was and is not
at all the view in Israel. In fact, it sees the UfM as a way to expand ties with
Arab states and one of the roads to normalization.

On the other hand, very important for Israel is that the UfM will not deal
with issues related to the resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict nor for
the matter with security issues, whether soft or hard. This is quite a departure
in relation to the Barcelona Process, which is also multilateral in its nature, but
which, in spite of its original intentions not to interfere with the Oslo Process
at the time treaded here and there in murky waters. For instance at the Second
EMP Ministerial Meeting held in Malta in 1996, under the Dutch Presidency,
the latter kidnapped it by pushing obsessively for a meeting between
Chairman Arafat of the PLO and Mr. David Levy, at the time Israel's Foreign
Minister. In any case, Israel can be expected to decline paying the price of
heavy interference or, even worse, an imposed political settlement only to keep
its seat at the table of the UfM.

Another positive point is that the UfM has sparked interest in the United
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States and it is not inconceivable that the US might participate in a capacity
or another in some of the projects. Israel can only see this as very positive, in
contrast to the EMP from which the US was totally excluded.11

This being said, there are early signs that again, as for the EMP, the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict is contaminating the new UfM. The recent Gaza conflict
has had as a result the suspension sine die of the Senior Officials meeting
scheduled for January 2009 which was to deal with critical organizational
matters related to the UfM. 

Conclusions 

Israel has an interest in doing the most it can to have the new UfM succeed,
once it has become clear that the ENP is here to stay. Not only that. Germany
and other Northern and Central European countries, traditional allies of Israel,
are firmly on board of the UfM. There is thus no risk whatsoever of seeing the
project kidnapped by other countries to transform it in an arena politically
hostile to Israel. This is remarkable because the UfM with 43 countries
participating, looks like a mini-United Nations. 

Israel will probably have a tendency to privilege many, rather than only a few
projects. The more and more “micro” the projects are the less likely can they
be politicized. Related to what was just said, it is not necessary in Israeli eyes,
contrary to what has been suggested elsewhere, that each individual project be
highly visible, because in such an event, it will attract the media, which is
always there to embarrass moderate leaders in the Arab world willing to
cooperate with Israel, even before peace is signed. If Arab countries consider
that Israel is too much of a developed country to be classified as a Southern
Mediterranean country and should be placed among the “Northern owners”
of the UfM, together with the EU, Israel should certainly go along with such
a proposal. This would be a way of making sure that Israel can assure in the
future one of the two Co-Presidencies (e.g. together with Morocco or Egypt).
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